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Growth pulsations in symmetric dendritic crystallization in thin polymer blend films
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The crystallization of polymeric and metallic materials normally occurs under conditions far from equilib-
rium, leading to patterns that grow aspropagating wavesinto the surrounding unstable fluid medium. The
Mullins-Sekerka instability causes these wave fronts to break up into dendritic arms, and we anticipate that the
normal modes of the dendrite tips have a significant influence on pattern growth. To check this possibility, we
focus on the dendritic growth of polyethylene oxide in a thin-film geometry. This crystalline polymer is mixed
with an amorphous polymer~polymethyl-methacrylate! to ‘‘ tune’’ the morphology and clay was added to
nucleate the crystallization. The tips of the main dendrite trunkspulsateduring growth and the sidebranches,
which grow orthogonally to the trunk, pulsate out of phase so that the tip dynamics is governed by alimit cycle.
The pulsation periodP increases sharply with decreasing film thicknessL and then vanishes below a critical
valueLc'80 nm. A change of dendrite morphology accompanies this transition.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.051606 PACS number~s!: 81.10.Aj, 47.54.1r, 61.43.Hv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The crystallization of polymeric and metallurgical mat
rials under processing conditions normally occurs far fr
equilibrium and the properties of these materials dep
strongly on growth conditions@1,2#. The crystallization front
grows as apropagating waveinto the unstable fluid melt@3#
and a wide range of crystal growth patterns can be obser
depending on the extent of undercooling~or supersaturation!
and the microscopic structure of the crystallizing species~or
rather the symmetries of equilibrium lattice cell!. In an early
stage of nonequilibrium crystal growth, the orderly pattern
crystallization near equilibrium is characteristically disrupt
by the Mullins-Sekerka instability@4–6#. This causes the
advancing crystallization front to develop sharp asperi
that enhance the local crystallization rate at the expens
the rest of the growing crystal@4–6#. Surface tension acts t
moderate the growth of these high surface energy feat
while the surface tension anisotropy, reflecting the crys
symmetry and orientation, helps to select the symmetry
topological properties of the growing pattern.

The surface tension anisotropy« specifies the orienta
tional dependence of the surface tension and has been e
lished experimentally and theoretically as a primary para
eter governing nonequilibrium crystal growth@3,7#. In two
dimensions,« can be approximately specified by the amp
tude of the angle~u! dependent contribution to the surfac
tensiong @3,7#

g~u!5g0@11« cos~ku!#, ~1!

whereg0 is the isotropic contribution.~Strictly speaking, we
should refer to a line tension rather than a surface tensio
two dimensions.! The growth of dendrite trunks~main arms
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of dendrite! occurs along directions along whichg~u! has
maxima.~This minimizes the surface area in the ‘‘expos
directions’’.! The periodicity parameterk in Eq. ~1! selects
the symmetry of the growing crystal, i.e.,k54 yields a crys-
tal with fourfold symmetry. In principle,« can be estimated
from measurements of the average tip radius of the grow
dendrite crystal, the average crystallization rate, the capil
length, and the diffusion coefficient of the crystallizing m
lecular species@8,9#, and from crystallization near equilib
rium @10#, but « has not been measured for high molecu
weight polymers~see below!. In some systems, anisotropy i
the kinetics of molecular attachment to the growing crys
can give rise to anisotropy in the growing crystal that
similar in effect to« @11#. The growth kinetics anisotropy
~usually denoted byb in the literature! is especially impor-
tant at high rates of crystallization@12#. Anisotropy is neces-
sary for the growth of symmetric dendrites such as sno
flakes@3#.

The stability and form of the dendrite trunks have a lar
influence on the ultimate crystallization morphology. F
highly supercooled fluids where the rate of crystallization
dominated by the high viscosity of the supercooled liqu
~the typical situation for high molecular mass polymeric fl
ids of crystallizable polymers, such as polyethylene!, we of-
ten find that the dendrite trunks grow as slender needles@13#.
These slender and relatively uniform thickness main dend
arms exhibit a cascade of branchings to create radially s
metric and space filling structures. The shape of these c
tallization patterns is normally circular in thin polymer film
and spherical in three dimensions@2,14#. Keith and Padden
have suggested that impurities in the crystallizing polym
fluid are responsible for the formation of these structures
found in the crystallization of certain small molecule fluid
with impurities @15,16#. We suspect that stresses in the flu
medium induced by the invasion of the viscous supercoo
fluid melt by thesespherulitic dendrites play a role in the
formation of these patterns so that these structures sh
also occur in pure viscous fluids@13,17#. Further research is
needed to understand the origin of this ubiquitous polym
crystallization morphology.
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For moderate undercooling, low«, and modest fluid vis-
cosities, the situation is better understood. The tips of
trunks then tend to split regularly in the center, correspo
ing to the ‘‘doublonic’’ growth mode@18#. This leads to a
somewhat disordered crystallization morphology that
some resemblance to naturally occurring seaweed. This m
phology is illustrated below.

At larger values of«, the tip-splitting phenomenon tha
characterizes seaweed dendritic growth becomes suppre
and the crystallization morphology is predicted to chan
into a moresymmetric dendritic crystallization~SDC! pat-
tern @19#. ~The term ‘‘symmetric’’ refers to the number an
relative orientation of the dendrite trunks in space.! SDC
occurs frequently in the crystallization of small molecule li
uids and metals@1,20# and is familiar from our everyday
experience with snowflakes and frost. From the beginning
modeling SDC, the highly symmetric appearance of the s
branches in snowflakes and metallurgical dendrites led
searchers to assume that the tip of the dendrite must be
stable to oscillatory modes of boundary deformation t
generate the train of sidebranches that characterize den
growth @20#. However, careful dendritic growth measur
ments on succinonitrile symmetric dendrite crystallizati
gave no evidence for this type of oscillatory growth@21,22#.
~Notably these measurement are usually restricted to r
tively low undercooling where the thermal noise levels a
high.! These experimental findings contradicted an early t
oretical treatment of dendritic growth~‘‘geometric model’’ of
crystallization front movement! @23,24# that predicted the
possibilityof oscillatory tip growth, but later models did no
yield growth pulsations@24#. The observation of growth pul
sations in the ‘‘geometric model’’ is restricted to values
the surface tension anisotropy« close to a critical value«c ,
where the symmetric dendrites first form, and the model
ther predicted that the growth oscillations damp to zero
larger values of« @23#. This model of crystal growth then
implies that the observation of pulsating dendritic growth
symmetric dendrites should depend on a particular value
«. Since« is normally nearly independent of temperature
a pure material, it is difficult to draw general conclusio
about the presence of growth pulsations based on the ob
vation of the crystallization of particular substances. Nev
theless, recent theoretical work@25,26# has emphasized th
view, supported by the experimental findings mentioned
fore, that the amplification of thermal noise is generally t
source of sidebranch growth in symmetric dendritic crys
lization.

Spontaneous and coherent sidebranching in directiona
lidification has recently been observed in both experim
and simulation@27–29# and these observations suggest t
oscillatory hydrodynamic modes of the dendrite tip can p
vide an alternative source sidebranch generation in dend
growth @27–29#. The present paper examines the nature
growth pulsations in SDC crystallization in polymer-blen
films where the crystallization rate is much lower than t
values normally found in small molecule liquids and me
alloys @1#. Our crystallization measurements correspond
free dendritic growth rather than directional solidificatio
and to a geometry that is nearly two-dimensional.
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The use of polymeric fluids to slow down the dynamics
ordering has been exploited in real-space studies of polym
blend phase separation@30# and this approach allows hig
resolution measurements of the dynamics of nonequilibri
polymer crystallization using optical microscopy and atom
force microscopy. In the present work, we confine oursel
to investigating the growth of symmetric dendrites in th
polymer-blend films under relatively large undercooling co
ditions. We employ a polymeric blend of a crystallizab
polymer @polyethylene oxide~PEO!# and amorphous poly-
mer @polymethyl methacrylate~PMMA!# that allows us to
tune the surface tension anisotropy« and, thus, the qualita
tive crystallization morphology@31#. This system should al-
low us a better chance of observing tip growth pulsations
other dynamical phenomena that might occur near cer
critical values of«, where there are transitions between de
dritic growth morphologies.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

A. Sample preparation

PMMA and PEO materials were purchased from Aldri
@32# and their polydispersity indicesk (k5Mw /Mn) were
determined at NIST by gel permeation chromatography
equal k(PMMA) 51.8 ~Mw57.33103 g mol21 @32#! and
k(PEO)(Mw51.53105 g mol21 @32#! ' 4. The equilibrium
melting temperatureTm of pure PEO was determined t
equal Tm5338 K by differential-scanning calorimetry o
thick ~20 mm! evaporated PEO/chloroform films and th
glass transition temperatures of the PEO and PMMA fil
were found to equalTg5213 and 377 K, respectively. Ou
estimate ofTm for PEO agrees well with previously reporte
values@33#. Montmorillonite, ‘‘Cloisite’’ ~MON!, was sup-
plied by Southern Clay Products@32#. This clay mineral has
exchangeable sodium ions, and a cation exchanged cap
of ca. 120 meq per 100 g. One gram of MON and 50 ml
distilled water at 353 K were placed in 100-ml beaker alo
with 1 g of distearyldimethyl ammonium chloride. The mix
ture was stirred vigorously for 1 h, and then it was filter
and washed three times with 100 ml of hot water to remo
NaCl. After being washed with ethanol~50 ml! to remove
any excess of ammonium salt, the product was freeze dr
and kept in a vacuum oven at room temperature for 24 h.
resulting organically modified montmorillonite~OMON! dis-
persed well in chloroform, although the unmodified MO
did not do disperse well in the polymer-blend spin-cast
solution.

The blend components were dissolved in chloroform a
concentration between 0.3% and 3% relative weight of
polymer to solvent, unless otherwise stated. Thin blend fi
of this solution were then spin coated onto Si substra
@Semiconductor Processing Co.@32#, orientation~100!, Type
P# at a spin speed of 2000 rpm. This procedure results
films of uniform thickness between 100 and 500 nm. Isoth
mal crystallization was made by heating the films at 377
for 10 min ~above the melting temperature! and then cooled
down quickly ~50 K/min! to the desired crystallization tem
perature~see caption of Fig. 1 for specifications of crystal
zation temperatures in our measurements!. Prior to spin coat-
6-2
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GROWTH PULSATIONS IN SYMMETRIC DENDRITIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051606
FIG. 1. ~Color! Polymer crystallization morphologies as a function of polymer composition. The relative clay polymer mass ha
fixed at 5%~OM images rendered in false color!. ~a! Spherulitic crystallization of a film of pure PEO (Tm5340 K,dT50.09). ~b! Seaweed
dendritic growth in a~50/50! PEO-PMMA film (Tm5332 K,dT50.07). ~c! Symmetric dendritic growth in a~30/70! PEO-PMMA film. ~d!
Fractal dendritic growth pattern in a~20/80! PEO-PMMA film. Tm was determined by differential scanning calorimetry on 20-mm-thick
evaporated films.
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ing, the polished Si substrates were treated for 2 h with a
solution of 70% H2SO4/30% H2O2 at 353 K and then rinsed
with de-ionized water.

There have been several previous studies of blend
PEO and PMMA, encompassing mixtures of components
various molecular weights, and this blend is usually in
cated to be miscible over a wide temperature range@33–35#.
However, lower critical solution temperature~LCST! phase
separation has been reported in PEO-PMMA films for te
peratures below the critical temperature of about 623
@36,37#. The as-cast films have the appearance of a ph
separation morphology that presumably formed during
film drying @38# and we find a smoothing of this surfac
topographical structure for temperatures above
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temperature-composition locus that resembles a UCST c
point curve@38#. By studying the temperature dependence
this smoothing we estimated the UCST critical composit
fc and critical temperature,fc'0.55 andTc'378 K @38#.
Previous determinations of cloud point curves of relative
thick PEO/PMMA polymer films cast from chloroform indi
cateTc5365 K andfc50.53 for a PEO-PMMA blend hav-
ing molecular masses ofMw PEO543104 and Mw PMMA
5105 g mol21 @32# and Tc5381 K andfc50.62 for mo-
lecular masses of Mw PEO5106 and Mw PMMA
5106 g mol21 @32,39#.

It should be appreciated that the residual solvent in
spun-cast film probably influences the phase separation
havior that we observe and we can also expect the solve
6-3
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FERREIRO, DOUGLAS, WARREN, AND KARIM PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051606
‘‘plasticize’’ the film ~i.e., modify the dynamics of the film
related to the glass transition of PMMA, leading to increas
molecular mobility in these viscous films!. Although the re-
sidual solvent effect complicates the determination of te
perature range where phase separation occurs, it should
change the qualitative nature of the crystallization pheno
enon under investigation. The thermodynamics and gen
aspects of phase separation and crystallization in monote
mixtures~two liquids and one solid phase! are discussed by
Cahn@40#.

B. Measurement methods

Reflective optical images were obtained with an opti
microscope~OM! using a Nikon optical microscope@32#
with a digital Kodak MegaPlus, charge-coupled device ca
era attachment@32#. We follow the growth kinetics of the
patterns using automated data acquisition with a resolu
of 102431024 pixels.

All the atomic force microscopy~AFM! experiments were
carried out in air by using a Dimension 3100 microsco
from Digital Instruments operating in the Tapping mode
@32#. In this mode, the cantilever is forced to oscillate a
frequency close to its resonance frequency with an adjust
amplitude. The tip, attached to the cantilever, was a p
silicon single crystal tip~model TSEP! with a radius of cur-
vature of about 10 nm. The tip contacts briefly the film s
face at each low position of the cantilever and the amplitu
of the oscillation varies. ‘‘Height’’ images are obtained b
using the feedback loop that keeps the amplitude at a c
stant value by translating vertically the sample with the
ezoelectric scanner: height measurements are deduced
those displacements. For the engagement we used a
Asp/A050.9, whereA0 is the free oscillation amplitude an
Asp the set-point one@41#. The (5123512 pixels) images
have been obtained by using a (1003100mm2) piezoelec-
tric scanner; the scanning frequency was 0.5 Hz and
mean value of the repulsive normal force was 0.1 nN. All
‘‘height’’images have been filtered through the ‘‘Planefi
procedure@41#. We also used the AFM to measure the thic
ness of the film scratching the surface or masking a borde
the wafer before spin casting the solution. The vertical re
lution of AFM is 0.1 Å.

III. RELATED BLEND FILM MEASUREMENTS

In an earlier work, we investigated the real space struc
of ~amorphous! polymer-blend phase separation by formi
nearly two-dimensional polymer films in which one of th
polymer components segregates to both the solid subs
and the polymer-air boundary@30#. These ‘‘ultrathin’’ films
were also restricted to film thickness range in which ph
separation occurs within the plane of the blend film@30#. The
difference in the surface tension between the blend com
nents causes the film to buckle in response to phase se
tion within the film @30#. This buckling provides a good
source of contrast in optical and AFM measurements,
abling high-resolution measurements of the dynamics of
ordering process in real space. Here we extend this ea
work by incorporating a model crystallizable polymer~PEO!
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into the film to study dendritic growth. We mix PEO with a
amorphous polymer~PMMA!, which is the component tha
segregates to the film boundaries. Clay particles are adde
nucleating centers for the PEO crystallization. The clay p
ticles are convenient because they induce centrosymm
crystallization patterns. Crystallization can also be induc
by scratching or piercing the film with a sharp implement
these particles are not essential for inducing crystallizatio

Tunable crystallization morphology

The crystallization morphology of PEO mixed wit
PMMA in a thin-film geometry can be ‘‘tuned’’ through
spherulitic, seaweed, symmetric dendritic, and fractal d
dritic patterns through the adjustment of the PMMA comp
sition. These crystallization morphologies are described i
separate paper@31# and here we briefly review the essenti
nature of this phenomenon before specializing our discus
to the growth of symmetric dendrites. In Fig. 1 we illustra
changes in the crystallization morphology of PEO/PMM
blend films arising from a variation in the polymer comp
sition. Crystallization was performed at 305 K and the cl
concentration of the spin-casting solution was fixed at 5%
the mass of the blend. The PEO melting temperatureTm
depends on the polymer composition andTm values are in-
dicated in the caption, along with the undercooling,dT
5(Tm2Tcrys)/Tm . Clay particles can be seen at the center
the patterns shown in Fig. 1, confirming that the clay acts
a nucleating agent. Over a large range of PEO mass frac
~50–100 % of PEO by mass!, we find circularly symmetric
spherulites@Fig. 1~b!#. This is the ‘‘normal’’ polymer crystal-
lization morphology encountered under processing con
tions @1,2,14–16#. In the insert of Fig. 1~a!, we show the
late-stage spherulitic crystallization morphology where
spherulites impinge on each other and deform to form a
main wall morphology similar in appearance to a Voron
cell pattern @42#. The sidebranching of the spherulit
‘‘needles’’ becomes increasingly coarse with the increas
PMMA composition in this concentration regime@31#, but
the spherulites tend to retain their nearly circular shape.
an almost 50/50 polymer blend~PEO/PMMA! mass ratio, we
find a regime@Fig. 1~b!# where the spherulite morpholog
changes into aseaweed dendritemorphology@19#. This mor-
phology exhibits broad growing tips that split intermittent
and one of the newly formed branches normally grows
predominate over the other. The dominant branch~‘‘alpha
branch’’! then splits again and the process repeats itself.
splitting is the dominant feature of seaweed dendritic grow
and this morphology is well known from recent modeling
nonequilibrium crystallization~see below! and has been con
firmed in many experimental studies. Increasing the PMM
concentration further to near 30/70 leads to another dram
change in the polymer crystallization morphology. In F
1~c!, we observe well-formedsymmetric dendriteswhere the
fourfold symmetry of equilibrium PEO crystallization asse
itself at a macroscopic scale@43#. The solution and the mel
grown crystals have the same crystal structure~square-
shaped crystals! under near-equilibrium conditions@43#. ~We
have observed nearly square crystals in our films wh
6-4
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GROWTH PULSATIONS IN SYMMETRIC DENDRITIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051606
FIG. 2. ~Color! Growth of symmetric dendrites in a crystalline amorphous polymer blend film.~a! Symmetric dendritic growth occurs fo
a 30/70 relative PEO/PMMA mass concentration blend and a 5% relative mass concentration of clay to polymer. The degree of und
is dT50.10. We show~false color! optical images of a symmetric polymer dendrite for 60, 260, and 460 min and the pattern at 800
shown as an inset in Fig. 6. The inset in the 260 min optical image shows a higher resolution AFM image of the dendrite tip. Th
dimensions of the AFM image are 20320mm2 andz range540 nm. The pixel resolution for this AFM picture is 40 nm.~b! The distance
of a dendrite trunk tip from the center of the dendriteR(t) ~mm! ~clay particle seeds are black dots in the images! as a function of timet
~min!. The arm length is measured by optical microscopy with a resolution of 102431024 pixels using 1003 objective. For the optical
microscope images the pixel resolution is equal to 0.2mm. The uncertainties for the data of~d! are less than the size of the data points. No
oscillatory growth. This oscillatory phenomenon has also been confirmed from AFM pictures recorded as a function of time.~c! Symmetric
polymer dendritic growth in a near two-dimensional polymer film resolved by an optical microscope~objective 1003!. The inset shows a
topographical AFM image of the dendrite tip region. The dimensions of the ‘‘height’’ AFM image are 20320mm2 andz range530 nm. For
this picture the pixel resolution is 40 nm.~See Fig. 8 for the AFM pictures recorded as a function of time.! ~d! Phase field simulation of
symmetric dendritic growth in a Ni-Cu alloy~see text for growth conditions!. Note resemblance to the two-dimensional polymer dendr
in ~c!.
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we crystallize at 331 K nearTm.! Note the near registry o
the sidebranches on each side of the growing dendrite
and the uniformity of the ‘‘starlike’’ envelope curve descri
ing the positions of the sidebranch tips of the dendrite. Sy
metric dendritic polymer crystallization patterns have oft
been observed in polymer crystals grown on surfaces f
polymer solutions@44#, but we are unaware of previous ob
servations of SDC in melt blends.~However, distorted
spherulitic and randomly branched crystallization morpho
gies have been observed in melt blends@45#.!

At still higher concentrations of PMMA~20/80!, we ob-
serve another morphological transition from the symme
dendritic crystallization to the highly branched, fractal mo
phology illustrated in Fig. 1~d! @31#. This interesting transi-
tion is not well understood yet, but we do note that the h
concentration of PMMA makes the film highly viscous a
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this could have an impact on the stability of the dendrite t
and the gross crystallization morphology. It is also nota
that the growth should be diffusion-limited in this regim
and the low concentration of PEO could also contribute
the noisy nature of the resulting crystal growth in this r
gime. In the following, we focus specifically on the dynam
ics of symmetric dendrite crystallization, corresponding
relative PEO/PMMA-mass concentration of 30/70 and 5
clay by mass, relative to the polymer.

IV. OBSERVATION OF SYMMETRIC POLYMER
DENDRITE CRYSTALLIZATION IN A BLEND FILM

Figures 2~a!–2~d! show optical images~false color! of the
growth of a~PEO-rich! symmetric dendrite over a sequen
of times from 60 to 460 min. The film thickness is 160 n
6-5
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FERREIRO, DOUGLAS, WARREN, AND KARIM PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051606
and the dimensionless undercoolingdT5(Tm2Tc)/Tm

equals 0.01. Note the cusplike shape of the envelope c
describing the tip positions of the dendrite arms, a feat
observed previously in symmetric dendrite growth at re
tively high undercooling@46#. The sidebranches of the den
drite in Fig. 2~a! grow nearly perpendicularly to the slend
and nearly parabolic main branch of the dendrite. Our d
dritic crystallization images were acquired at a rate of o
picture every 5 min and in Fig. 2~b! we show the increase in
the tip position from the center of the dendrite.~The clay
seed at the dendrite center is the noticeable dark spot a
center of the dendrite.! We observe that the tip position of th
dendrite grows in anoscillatory manner about an averag
constant rateRo50.171mm/min. The periodP of the tip
growth oscillations is of the order of 100 min.

It is important to realize that the dendrite morpholo
changes in thinner films. Figure 2~c! shows an example o
dendritic growth in a 50-nm-thick film, where the crystal
zation conditions~temperature, composition! are the same a
in Fig. 2~a!. ~This morphological transition is discussed b
low.! Notably, the dendrite in Fig. 2~c! does notexhibit
growth pulsations and has a more disordered appearance
its boundary envelope has a squarelike shape. The ins
Fig. 2~c! shows an AFM image of the dendrite tip regio
showing again a similarity to the form in the AFM and o
tical images. Despite differences in the large-scale cryst
zation morphology, the tip radius in Fig. 2~c! is nearly the
same as in Fig. 2~a!, (r'1 mm). The AFM data is discusse
quantitatively below.

We obtain some insight into these dendritic growth p
terns by comparing to phase field simulations of tw
dimensional SDC in a two-dimensional fluid mixture@47#.
The simulation in Fig. 2~d! corresponds to a Ni-Cu alloy
(fNi50.59), where« is taken to have a relatively larg
value, «50.05 anddT is relatively large for metallurgica
fluids, dT50.013.„The new phase field calculation in Fig
2~d! is for «50.05, which is larger than the« considered in
previous work@47# («50.04), but otherwise the model pa
rameters are identical to those specified in Ref.@47#.… Com-
parison of the simulation to our measurements is meant t
only qualitative. The main point is that growth pulsations a
not observedin the two-dimensional phase field simulatio
but we do find a reasonable resemblance between the ‘‘t
dimensional’’ polymer dendritic growth shown in Fig. 2~c!
and the simulated crystallization patterns@Fig. 2~d!#. Appar-
ently, no« measurements have ever been made on high
lecular weight polymers, and at present we are restricte
qualitative comparisons between the phase field model
our measurements.

The oscillations in the tip radius in Fig. 2~b! are quantified
by subtracting theaverage dendrite tip radiusR(t)5R0t
@straight line in Fig. 2~b!# from R(t). Figure 3~a! shows that
the tip position fluctuationdR(t)5R(t)2R(t) is nearly
sinusoidal; the solid curves correspond to a fit ofdR(t) to
dAR sin(2pt/P), wheredAR is theoscillation amplitudeand
P is thepulsation period. We next comparedR(t) to a mea-
sure of fluctuations in the widthdw(t) of the dendrite arm.
To determine the dendrite sidebranch widthw(t) we choose
an arbitrary sidebranch@denoted by arrow in Fig. 2~a!# and
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definedw(t) as the orthogonal distance from the tip of th
sidebranch to the center line of the main dendrite arm. T
sidebranch width grows with an average rate~equal toRo to
within experimental uncertainty! with oscillations dw(t)
about this average. Our determination ofdw(t) in Fig. 3~a!
shows thatdw(t) oscillatesout of phasewith dR(t). Further,
a ‘‘phase plot’’ of dR(t) versusdw(t) in Fig. 3~b! reveals
that the dendritic growth in Fig. 3~a! is governed by alimit
cycle with a phase anglea difference of about 164°~see
caption of Fig. 3!.

The dendritic growth in Fig. 2~a! has a self-similar ap-
pearance and this suggests that it might be useful to de
mine the apparent mass-scaling dimension~fractal dimen-
sion! describing the symmetric polymer dendritic growt
The determination of fractal dimensiondf was determined
from image analysis based on the area-perimeter techn
@48#. In Fig. 4~a!, we show a plot of the polymer dendrit
area A and perimeterp obtained by digitizing the optica
image series corresponding to the dendrite growth show
Fig. 1~a!. We observe that a power law relationA;p1/df , can
fit fairly well the data and we determinedf from the slope of
log p versus logA. This gives an apparent fractal dimensio
df51.7860.05, where the correlation coefficient for th
power law fit is R250.98. Notably, we do not observ
growth pulsations in Fig. 4~a! so that A and p1/1.78 must
exhibit similar growth oscillations. The near linearity of th
plot in Fig. 4~a! confirms the impression of the near se
similarity of the polymer dendritic growth pattern.

The temperature dependence of the rate of dend
growth for a L5160 nm film is shown in Fig. 4~b! as a
function of undercooling,DT5(Tm2Tc). Over the tempera-
ture range investigated, the rate of crystallizationR0 can be
described by a power law,R0;(DT)d where d'2.53
60.02. The correlation coefficient for the power law fit
R250.99. A power scaling ofR0 with an effective exponen
near 2.6 has been suggested to be a ‘‘universal’’ property
dendritic growth in small molecule liquids@49#.

Since theory offers limited guidance about the facto
governing the periodP of dendrite growth pulsations, we
explore the influence of some obvious system parame
under our control—undercooling, polymer composition~su-
persaturation! and film thickness,L. In Fig. 5~a! we show
dR(t) for a range of undercoolingDT5(Tm2Tc) values in
the range~288–308 K!. Apparently,P has no appreciable
dependence onDT, but Fig. 5~b! shows thatdAR increases
nearly exponentially withDT. The correlation coefficient for
the exponential fit isR250.99. A change in the relative poly
mer composition has a large influence on the pulsation r
but this effect can cause aqualitativechange in the crystal-
lization morphology@31# so we restrict ourselves to a com
position range where the SDC is observed. A decrease o
PMMA concentration causes a decrease inp and an increase
in dAR for a fixed DT535 K, ~e.g., P'105 min anddAR
'15mm for a 35/65 blend whileP'180 min anddAR
'9 mm for a 30/70 blend!. We next explore the change i
the growth pattern dynamics and morphology associa
with reducing the film’s thickness.
6-6
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FIG. 3. ~Color! Fluctuations in the position of the tip and sidebranch width.~a! Fluctuations in the trunk tip positiondR(t) and
sidebranch positionsdw(t). s andh denotedR(t) anddw(t) data, respectively. See text for definitions ofdR(t) anddw(t). ~b! ‘‘Phase
plot’’ of dR(t) vs dw(t), which shows a limit cycle oscillation in these coordinates. From the data fit the phase angle is estimated t
a5164°64°. The correlation coefficient for the fit isR250.97. The fits correspond todR(t)'dAR sin(2pt/P) and dw(t)
'dAw sin(2pt/P1a), wheredAR anddAw are amplitudes anda is a phase angle difference.
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Figure 6 shows thatP first increasessharply withdecreas-
ing film thicknessL, but thendrops precipitously to zero
below a critical film thickness,Lc'80 nm. The SDC is simi-
lar to Fig. 1~a! for L.Lc , but we observe a different mor
phology forL,Lc ~see Fig. 2~c! and inset to Fig. 6!. Thus,
we have direct evidence that the morphological transition
accompanied by a change in the dynamics of the dendrite
The lack of pulsations in the ‘‘two-dimensional’’ blend film
dendrites is also reflected in the extent of correlation in
position of the sidebranches on each side of the prim
growing parabolic dendrite arms@see Fig. 2~c!#. The registry
of sidebranches and the cusplike envelope curve descri
the positions of the sidebranch tips in the symmetric dend
shown in Fig. 2~a! are contrasted with the ‘‘two-
dimensional’’ dendrite (L,Lc) shown in Fig. 2~c!. There is
little correlation in the sidebranch positions on either side
this dendrite. This enhanced regularity of structure in
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pulsing dendrite is reminiscent of the regular sidebranch
found in the growth of dendritic growth subjected to period
external perturbations@50,51#. We, therefore, suggest that th
oscillatory tip mode imparts regularity to the growing de
drite.

Finally, we should mention in this section that oscillato
growth front modes have recently been reported in
spherulite and seaweed crystallization morphologies
other materials~Fig. 1; see Discussion! so that the presenc
of hydrodynamic modes in propagating crystallization fron
appears to be a general, but nonuniversal, phenome
However, the study of the dynamics of these other noneq
librium crystallization morphologies will require the deve
opment of specialized measurement techniques for each
phology ~the splitting of the dendrite tip creates som
ambiguity in defining the precise location of the crystalliz
tion front!, so in the present paper, we confine our attent
to symmetric dendrite growth.
6-7
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FIG. 4. ~Color! Kinetics of polymer dendritic growth.~a! The dendrite perimeterp vs areaA determines an apparent fractal dimensi
of the growing dendrites. The data points denote observations based on a figure of the growth of the dendrite shown in Fig. 2~a!. The inset
denotes the average tip velocity for the morphologies shown in Fig. 1 for a fixed degree of undercooling,dT50.07 ~d, pure PEO
spherulites;j, 60:40 spherulites;m, 50/50 seaweed dendrite;L, 30/70 symmetric dendrite!. ~b! The average rate of crystallization fo
~30/70! symmetric dendriteL5160 nm films as a function of undercoolingDT5(Tm2Tc).
a

ti-
a

V. MORPHOLOGICAL TRANSITIONS IN SYMMETRIC
POLYMER DENDRITIC GROWTH

The singular nature of the shift inP with L provides an
important clue into the nature of the dendritic growth puls
05160
-

tions. At first, we anticipated thatP would correspond to a
diffusion-controlled depletion time that would scale quadra
cally with film thickness. This expectation would lead to
decreaseof P with film thickness; an effectoppositeto our
measurements. We then realized that theL dependence ofP
6-8
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FIG. 5. ~Color! Influence of the degree of undercooling on tip pulsation.~a! Fluctuations in the tip positiondR(t) as a function of
undercooling,j, l, m, andd denotedT50.1, 0.08, 0.06, and 0.03, respectively. Curves have been offset by a constant~time average of
dR equals 0! so that the curves do not overlap.~b! AmplitudedAR as a function of undercooling. The amplitude grows nearly exponenti
with undercooling. The correlation coefficient for the exponential fit isR250.99.
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is similar to the finite-size dependence of pulsations
served in oscillatory chemical reactions. This comparison
natural because Belousov-Zhabotinsky~BZ! reactions also
exhibit pattern formation with propagating wave fronts. T
oscillation period of the BZ reaction occurring in ion
exchange beads@52# ~which causes the color of the beads
flicker! likewise increases strongly with decreasing bead
dius and the oscillationsceasewhen the bead size becam
smaller than a critical radius~0.2 mm!. In Fig. 6, we compare
our measurements ofP to the functional form suggested b
the studies of finite-size effects on the BZ reaction~bead
radius is replaced by polymer film thickness! @52#. This leads
to the relation,P5P` /(12L/Lc) for L.Lc , P`590 min
andP50 for L,Lc . The correlation coefficient for the dat
point fit is R250.99. The finite-size dependence of the osc
lation period in the BZ reaction was attributed in Ref.@51# to
a change in the reaction rate due to the inactive nature o
reaction at the bead surface, leading to a correction of
reaction rate involving the surface-volume ratio. In our ow
measurements, the boundaries of the blend film are enric
05160
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in PMMA so that a similar finite-size effect on the pulsatio
period is plausible.

The viewpoint of a supercooled liquid as a variety of t
excitable medium and crystallization as a variety of reacti
diffusion wave propagation also gives insight into the infl
ence of the clay particles on the crystallization morpholo
At low concentrations, the clay particles mainly serve as c
ters of the dendritic growth and similar dendritic patterns c
be obtained by punching or scratching the film without cla
The ‘‘catalyst’’ particles play a similar role as an excitatio
source for BZ reactions in solutions loaded with ferroi
loaded resin beads@53#. As is well known, the BZ reaction in
a fluid layer gives rise to symmetric ‘‘target’’ chemical wave
at low bead concentrations, but these patterns break up
rotating spiral patterns at higher bead concentrations du
the interference between the chemical waves@53–55#. Our
proposed analogy between nonequilibrium crystallizat
and autocatalytic chemical reactions would lead us to exp
a similar symmetry breaking phenomenon in dendritic cr
6-9
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FIG. 6. ~Color! Influence of film thickness on periodP of growth oscillations. We find a sharp rise ofP as the film becomes thinner an
P then drops to zero below a critical thicknessLc'80 nm. The right and left inset figures show the dendritic growth pattern foL
550 nm,Lc andL5160 nm.Lc , respectively.Lc is the fitted value of the ‘‘critical film thickness’’ at which the pulsing period diverg
The correlation coefficient for the exponential fit isR250.98. We see no pulsation in near ‘‘two-dimensional’’ films (L550 nm,Lc).

FIG. 7. ~Color! Spiraling of dendrite arms at high clay concentrations. Clay concentration is 15% by relative mass to polymer, co
to 5% in Fig. 2~a!. ~a! The competition between the clay sources apparently causes the dendrite arms to spiral. Film thickL
5160 nm. Note also the tapering of the width of the dendrite arms away from the center of the dendrite.~b! In the thinner, near
two-dimensional films (L5160 nm) we observe more space filling and disordered dendritic growth. Observe the near fivefold symm
the dendrite. Dendrites with larger numbers of arms are also observed at these high clay concentrations.
051606-10
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GROWTH PULSATIONS IN SYMMETRIC DENDRITIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051606
FIG. 8. ~Color! The average shape of the dendrite trunk.~a! AFM images of a growing polymer dendrite corresponding to a thickn
(L550 nm) where there are no growth pulsations. The pixel resolution for these AFM pictures is 40 nm.~b! Schematic indication of the
coordinate system used for measuring the average shape of the dendrite trunk~schematic image corresponds to rotated contour of a xe
dendrite@22# with modified spatial scales!. The position of the trunk growth tip is chosen to be the origin of our coordinate system,z is the
distance away from the tip along the dendrite axis, andx is the distance normal from the dendrite axis. The average shape of the de
trunk is obtained by measuring the locus of points swept out by the sidebranch tips as they grow.z andx are coordinates of the sidebranc
tip positions as a function of time for the sidebranches indicated in~a!. ~c! Log-log plot ofx andz sidebranch tip coordinates normalized b
the trunk tip radiusr.
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tallization for a high concentration of filler particle nucle
ation sites. Figure 7~a! shows a 160 nm film of a 30/70
relative composition PEO/PMMA blend films with a 15%
relative mass clay filler concentration in the spin-casting
lution. We indeed observe a tendency for the dendrite arm
rotate about the dendrite core in a vortexlike fashion at la
filler concentrations. This spontaneous symmetry break
arises from the disordering effect of the clay.

The growth pulsations also have a striking influence
the crystallization morphology at high clay concentratio
In Fig. 7~b! we consider the same composition film as F
7~a!, but having a thickness in the range (L'50 nm) where
growth pulsations are suppressed~see Fig. 6!. The dendrites
formed in the nearly two-dimensional film with a high cla
concentration are more space filling and disordered in fo
Note also the noncrystallographic branching habit, which
another characteristic feature that emerges from the diso
caused by the high clay concentration.

VI. THE AVERAGE SHAPE OF THE DENDRITE TRUNKS

Many recent studies of SDC crystallization have emp
sized the shape of the dendrite in the immediate vicinity
the tip of the growing dendrite arm trunks and the shape
the average envelope curve describing the tip positions of
sidebranches growing off the trunk. These quantities are c
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sidered here for our polymer crystallization measureme
because they are relevant to our discussion of the origin
the tip and sidebranch oscillations in Sec. VII. We utilize
high-resolution technique~AFM! for this measurement.

Figure 8~a! shows a series of AFM images of a growin
polymer dendrite corresponding to a thickness (L550 nm)
where there are no growth pulsations. Time is indicated a
inset in the figure. The scale of the AFM images is
320 (mm)2 and the inset to Fig. 2~c! corresponds to this
same growth series and to the timet550 min. In the inset to
Fig. 2~a! we show a corresponding AFM image for a pulsa
ing dendrite under the same growth conditions, except
the film thickness (L5160 nm).

The tip radius in both the pulsating and nonpulsating d
drites remains nearly parabolic and has a tip radiusr
'1 mm. We can determine the average shape of the dend
arm by measuring the locus of points swept out by the d
drite tips as they grow. Figure 8~b! shows a schematic indi
cation of the coordinate system used. An arbitrary sidebra
was utilized for this measurement. The position of the d
drite tip is chosen to be the origin of our coordinate syste
z is the distance away from the tip along the dendrite ax
andx is the distance normal from the dendrite axis. In F
8~c!, we show our observations for thez andx coordinates of
the sidebranch tip positions normalized by the tip radiusr.
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The average shape of the dendrite tip is found to clos
approximate a power law,z/r;(x/r )b, where b51.8
60.04. The correlation coefficient for the data points fitR2

50.99. A similar scaling relation has been found for t
growth of the tip shape envelope in succinonitrile dendri
in three dimensions, but with a different prefactor and ex
nent@56#. The measurement of the sidebranch widthx shows
oscillations in thick films (L.80 nm) so this type of analysi
is not possible unless we determine the mean tip width wh
the oscillations about the mean have been subtracted. W
not consider these more complicated measurements her

VII. DISCUSSION

A. Growth pulsations

There have been previous measurements indicating
presence of growth pulsations in nonequilibrium crystalliz
tion. In the earliest report, Morris and Winegard@57# showed
images of dendritic crystallization in a directional solidific
tion of succinonitrile with 5% ~relative mass! camphor
added, which indicated a tendency of the growing dend
tip of the main dendrite arms to flatten and then to gr
symmetric sidebranches. This work was followed by simi
brief observations on the dendritic crystallization NH4Cl in
aqueous solutions and in the crystallization of nearly p
3He solutions@58,59#. Sawadaet al. @60# first quantified the
type of dendrite growth oscillation seen by Morris and W
egard. They found an oscillation in the dendrite trunk
radius and trunk tip radius of curvature for free-standing d
drites grown from a succinonitrile solution with 8% relativ
mass acetone. Interestingly, the time periods of fluctuati
of the tip growth and decay are asymmetric and the to
period of the tip growth pulsations decrease with underco
ing in these measurements. Sawadaet al. @60# proposed that
the oscillatory dendritic growth arises from a competiti
between the surface tension and kinetic anisotropies, but
explanation remains speculative.

The observations of Sawadaet al. are contrasted with ou
own measurements of growth oscillations in polymer-ble
films that indicate that the sidebranches are emitted from
sides of the leading parabolic tip so that the radius of d
drite tip radius has no discernable time dependence~by op-
tical microscopy!. We also find that the width of a represe
tative sidebranch oscillates out of phase with the propaga
tip, forming a limit cycle. Our findings are apparently mo
related to recent observations of a limit cycle dynamics
the directional solidification in pure succinonitrile@29#. In
these measurements, the crystallization front forms an a
of fingerlike ‘‘cells’’ near the pulling velocity where the
growth front makes a transition to asymmetric doublet c
growth ~a transition to dendritic front growth occurs
higher pulling velocities!. The oscillations involve the tip
position of the advancing cell, relative to the tip position
an adjacent cell and the relative width of these ‘‘excite
cells. Moreover, recent directional solidification measu
ments of succinonitrile~with PEO added to increase the vi
cosity and thus slow the crystallization kinetics! have indi-
cated that the tip splitting of the seaweed dendritic grow
occurs as an oscillatory mode between the predomin
05160
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growth of the right and left branch tips@61#. The dendrite
arm then has a varicose mode of oscillatory growth that
sembles a ‘‘swimming’’~crawl! of the tip into the surround-
ing medium. For our symmetric polymer dendritic growt
we rather observe a symmetric pulsation mode of dendrite
growth. These complementary observations point to the
portance of a tip-branching dynamics governed by glo
hydrodynamic modes. Moreover, the change of dend
morphology evidenced by our thin-film measurements in
cates that these hydrodynamic sidebranching modes can
nificantly impact the dendrite morphology. Thus, many a
pects of the growth morphology are encoded in the natur
the excited modes of the crystallization front.

The presence of hydrodynamic front propagation mo
potentially offers significant opportunities for controlling th
crystallization morphology through exciting these mod
with applied fields. Early measurements showed that an
cillatory flow field can regularize the structure of dendrit
growth in pivalic acid/ethanol mixtures@62# and measure-
ments have also shown that pulsating dendritic growth
be stimulated by periodic local heating of the dendrite
with a pulsed laser beam@50#. Both the simulation and the
experiment have recently shown that pulsating symme
dendritic growth ~coherent sidebranching and tip oscill
tions! can be stimulated nonlocal imposed oscillations of
fluid pressure and temperature, thereby exerting a signific
control on the resulting crystallization morphology@51#. It
would be interesting to explore this mode of controlling cry
tallization morphology in polymer crystallization.

The finding of coherent sidebranching and tip positi
oscillations in polymer dendritic crystallization in polyme
films naturally leads to questions about whether similar
cillatory modes arise in the important case of spherul
polymer crystallization. There have indeed been recent
ports of radial growth oscillations in spherulitic polyme
crystallization in a polymer blend, both by phase field sim
lation @63# and experiments@63–65#. ~Note the simulation in
@63# does not incorporate surface tension anisotropy
thermal transport and thus generates circular propaga
crystallization fronts.! Future work should focus on whethe
stress oscillations occur in the amorphous medium surrou
ing the growing dendrites and on how the character of
growth pulsations changes with growth morphology and
fluence interdendrite interactions.

It should be appreciated that although our polymer-ble
films are thin enough to be idealized as being ‘‘tw
dimensional’’ for comparison with simulations of two
dimensional dendritic growth, this point of view does n
account for the transfer of the latent heat of crystallization
the Si wafer substrate. Both the theory and the experim
have shown that the heat transfer from the film to the s
strate can lead to the formation of self-sustaining oscillat
crystallization waves by perturbing these films with a laser
mechanically by scratching or piercing@66,67#. ~If the sub-
strate draws away the heat of fusion too rapidly then the fi
crystallization stops so that the temperature of the subst
is important in this type of film crystallization.! The pro-
posed mechanism@66,67# of the growth front oscillations in
‘‘explosive film crystallization’’ is the strong temperature d
6-12
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pendence of the crystallization rate that makes the diffus
equation for the latent heat of crystallization highly nonli
ear. The basic physical origin of the effect is that the libe
tion of latent heat at the crystallization front allows the fro
to advance rapidly, but the material behind the front can
keep up and the crystal growth then slows down until m
heat can diffuse to the boundary. Kurtze, van Saarloos,
Weeks @68# argue that this mechanism is not operative
dendritic crystallization growth in thin films and, moreove
this pulsation scenario should be accompanied by a serie
period doublings in the growth front oscillations@67,68# ~an
effect that we do not observe!. Polymer materials and man
other organic fluids often have viscosity and polymer dif
sion coefficients that depends strongly on temperature~i.e.,
‘‘fragile’’ liquids ! so that the release of the heat of crysta
zation can be expected to lead to large mobility changes
thus to large changes in the local rate of crystallization. T
effect should be true regardless of the morphology of
polymer, but its influence should be sensitive to the fi
geometry since the rate of heat removal by the bounda
would modulate the intensity of this effect. The mode co
pling between compositional and heat transport in the fl
caused by the asymmetries of mass and thermal trans
coefficients and the strong temperature dependence o
transport properties must also be considered as a pos
candidate for the growth oscillations in our films. Grow
oscillations of this kind have been observed and theoretic
modeled in the case of propagating combustion fronts
burning fuels@69#. It is possible that the oscillations assoc
ated with this type of transport coupling are amplified by t
sidebranches in much the same way as dendrites are ‘‘r
larized’’ by applied external fields. This possibility for th
origin of dendritic pulsations suggests that we vary the h
transfer from the film to the boundary to see how this mig
influence dendritic tip pulsations.

There are numerous other possible causes of growth
sations, including the transient buildup of stress on the
vancing tip of the crystallization front, the non-Newtonia
character of the polymer film, intrinsic oscillations related
the dynamics of crystallization as in the geometrical mo
@23#, accumulation of impurities at the growth front asso
ated with residual solvent within the film, coupling betwe
phase separation and crystallization dynamics, etc. All th
possibilities require further measurements to unequivoc
assign the origin of the growth pulsations in our measu
ments.

Regardless of the particular mechanism of the growth
cillations, however, we have shown that the structure of sy
metric dendrites is not generally governed by the amplifi
tion of thermal noise as some experiments have previo
suggested. Many naturally occurring dendrites~e.g., snow-
flakes! exhibit a highly correlated sidebranch structure sim
lar to our dendrites grown under conditions of growth pul
tions so that we believe growth pulsations are ubiquito
even if their cause is not universal.

B. Dendritic crystallization and autocatalytic chemical
reactions

The similarities between the growth dynamics of dendr
crystallization and wave propagation in autocatalytic che
05160
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cal reactions suggest a useful viewpoint of crystallizat
under nonequilibrium conditions. It seems reasonable to c
sider a highly supercooled liquid to be a variety of an ‘‘e
citable medium’’@70# so that the crystallization front corre
sponds to a propagating wave@3# in this ~nonregenerative!
medium. The constant average rate of propagation of
crystallization front is a basic property of reaction-diffusio
wave propagation@71# and pulsations are commonly assoc
ated with these propagating fronts@72#. From this point of
view, the observation of wavelike growth of crystallizatio
patterns, growth pulsations, finite-size effects on the pu
tion period and spontaneous symmetry breaking of
growth pattern shape with disorder is ‘‘obvious.’’ Notabl
nonlinear wave propagation into an excitable medium
found in many other physical contexts~growth of cell colo-
nies @73,74#, replication of RNA @75#, propagating flame
fronts in burning fuels@69#, chemical waves, such as the B
reaction@76#, waves of polymerization@77#, tubulin forma-
tion @78#, spread of a fluid front into a porous medium or
more viscous fluid@79#, catalyzed chemical reactions on su
faces@80#, self-propagating synthesis of ceramics and me
lic blends ~thermites! @81#, waves of excitation in cellular
populations@82#, nerve propagation@83#, spread of infec-
tious diseases or advantageous genes through a populati
living organisms@84–86#, crack propagation in polymer
@87#, film dewetting @88#, etc.! and there are often striking
similarities between the patterns in these many nonequ
rium pattern formation processes and those found in n
equilibrium crystallization~densely branched ‘‘spherulites
resembling the crystallization of exotic and rare minera
‘‘seaweed’’ crystals resembling natural growth forms in li
ing systems, ‘‘symmetric dendrites’’ with similarities t
snowflakes, and ‘‘fractal dendrites’’ resembling colloid pa
ticle aggregates@19,31,73#.

We mentioned already that recent experiments and si
lation have suggested the presence of oscillations in the
dial growth of ‘‘ringed’’ polymer spherulites@63,64#. These
growth patterns strongly resemble BZ target reactio
diffusion patterns in form and it would be interesting to a
filler particles to these materials to determine if we can
duce a transition between the circular and spiral growth p
terns in spherulitic polymer crystallization. Spiral crystalliz
tion patterns have been observed in polymeric materials@64#,
although it is not clear that heterogeneities are the caus
this phenomenon.

C. Summary

The dynamics of the growing tips of crystals forming u
der conditions far from equilibrium has a large impact on t
resulting crystal morphology and thus the material proper
of ‘‘semicrystalline’’ materials. Undulating modes have be
identified in seaweed-type crystallization in succinonitr
@61# and the present measurements provide clear evide
for a limit cycle dynamics in the dendritic growth of PEO
a crystalline/amorphous polymer-blend films. Previous m
surements of directional solidification in succinonitrile ha
also provided evidence of growth~arm tip and width! oscil-
lations of crystallization cells near the symmetric cell
6-13
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asymmetric doublet cell transition@28,29#. These observa
tions, along with our own, point to the importance of t
hydrodynamic modes in influencing the morphology of de
dritic growth. Notably, the finite-size dependence of the
pulsation period in our measurements is similar to th
found in BZ reactions occurring in gel beads. We also o
serve a tendency for the arms of the crystallization patte
to rotate at high clay concentrations, which is analogous
spiral formation in the BZ reaction with interfering source
With this hindsight, we can consider polymer crystallizati
to be a variety of autocatalytic reaction~uncrystallized poly-
mer ‘‘reacting’’ with crystallized polymer to form more crys
tallized polymer ‘‘products’’!. In this view, the growing den-
drite is the propagating wave of an autocatalytic wave wh
the amorphous medium is the ‘‘excitable’’ medium. W
found this point of view helpful in interpreting qualitativ
properties of symmetric dendrite formation, and this analo
stimulated many of the measurements described in our pa
such as the investigation of how a high clay concentrat
influences dendrite morphology. This ‘‘analogy’’ also h
strong implications about the rate of crystallization~‘‘wave
propagation’’! in relation to the diffusion coefficient of the
crystallizing species that remains to be checked@89#.
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Many physical effects can lead to oscillations in the v
locity of propagating nonequilibrium growth fronts and fu
ther experiments and simulations are necessary to res
their origin in our blend film measurements. Nonetheless,
present measurements prove that growth pulsations can
cur spontaneously in free symmetric dendritic growth a
companied by coherent and periodic emission of si
branches and that these hydrodynamic modes in the gro
front can have a large impact on the regularity of the cr
tallization morphology.

Note added in proof. Recently, we became aware o
growth pulsations similar to Fig. 2 in the spherulitic grow
of poly~methylene! oxide films~'20 m thick! between glass
plates@90#. This work attributes the pulsations to convecti
flow in the melt induced by pressure fluctuations in the co
fined crystallizing polymer films.
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